Arial

HEIGHT

soft

medium

firm

24
cm

FEATURES
COMFORT
TECHNOLOGY

Myform Memory Clima
Myform Memory Air
Myform Extension
Myform Air

Elegance Cover

THERMAL INDEX

Removable Cover

Myform Memory Clima
padding

Organic cotton, Viscose
and polyester microfibre
fabric

Anti-mite
Fibersan treatment

210

200

Organic cotton and
Ingeo padding

30

Wash at 30°C
• Widths:
All widths are available from 70 to 200 cm at the
standard cost indicated in our price lists.
• Length and depth:
Lengths or depths are available from 178 to 212 cm
at the standard cost indicated in our price lists.
Products with sizes larger than those above
mentioned should be considered oversized products
and they will have additional costs, calculated per
square meter. You can find the extra cost in our net
and public price lists.

DORELAN TECHNOLOGY
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Organic cotton, viscose and polyester
microfibre fabric
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Myform Memory Clima
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Highly resistant fabric
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Myform Memory Clima cm 1
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Myform Memory Air cm 4,5
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Myform Extension cm 8
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Myform Air cm 5,5
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Myform Extension Extra Soft
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Organic cotton and Ingeo
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Myform Memory Clima
Designed for positioning on the outermost mattress layers, thanks to a specific
application that leverages nanotechnologies to maintain a constant contact
temperature between body and mattress.
Myform Memory Air
Thanks to its innovative molecular structure, it combines excellent adaptability to
body shape with unbeatable breathability, guaranteed by the high level of porosity
and open cell structure.
Elegance Cover
Elegance and comfort converge to create a technically evolved cover in which richly
filled layers are enclosed by an exclusive, solid and resistant side band system.
Fabric
All the purity of organic cotton, grown without the use of pesticides, combined
with the softness of viscose and the elasticity of polyester microfibre, in a fresh
and soft fabric.
Fibersan treatment
A natural lavender and eucalyptus treatment prevents the proliferation of mites,
maintaining a high level of cover hygiene.
Padding
The technology and freshness of soft MyForm Memory Clima on one side,
combined with the freshness guaranteed by cotton and the resistance of Ingeo,
on the other side.
Removable Cover
The zip fastening around the edge enables the cover to be divided into two parts,
for easy and practical washing.

